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Automatic Playlist Continuation
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Abstract—Although widely used, the majority of current music recommender systems still focus on recommendations’ accuracy, user
preferences and isolated item characteristics, without evaluating other important factors, like the joint item selections and the
recommendation moment. However, when it comes to playlist recommendations, additional dimensions, as well as the notion of user
experience and perception, should be taken into account to improve recommendations’ quality.
In this work, HybA, a hybrid recommender system for automatic playlist continuation, that combines Latent Dirichlet Allocation and
Case-Based Reasoning, is proposed. This system aims to address “similar concepts” rather than similar users. More than generating a
playlist based on user requirements, like automatic playlist generation methods, HybA identifies the semantic characteristics of a
started playlist and reuses the most similar past ones, to recommend relevant playlist continuations. In addition, support to beyond
accuracy dimensions, like increased coherence or diverse items’ discovery, is provided. To overcome the semantic gap between music
descriptions and user preferences, identify playlist structures and capture songs’ similarity, a graph model is used.
Experiments on real datasets have shown that the proposed algorithm is able to outperform other state of the art techniques, in terms
of accuracy, while balancing between diversity and coherence.
Index Terms—Hybrid recommender system, Automatic playlist continuation, Music recommender systems, Latent Dirichlet Allocation,
Case-Based Reasoning, Beyond accuracy dimensions.
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I NTRODUCTION

The recent capabilities of digital music production have
enabled the creation and public distribution of music, with
lower costs and without geographic limits. This has resulted
in an increased amount of music items and information
about them, easily accessible [1]. In addition, it has led to
a change in the way that music is “consumed” as, more
than “owning” songs in their music libraries, users tend to
listen to them online [2]. Therefore, various issues, related to
discovery, organisation, sharing and information services,
that need to be facilitated to help users in finding and
properly experiencing the music they want, have arisen [3].
Music Recommender Systems (MRSs) are an appropriate
response to the information overload related to music, and
help users to find relevant music items, that otherwise
would be hard to unveil [3]. In general, when referring
to music items, those can be songs, genres, artists, albums
and radio stations. Therefore, music recommendations can be
addressed at different levels of abstraction [4]. Furthermore,
to support users in organising their personal collections and
in continuing their existing playlists, increased focus has
been lately placed on automatic playlist generation (APG) and
continuation (APC) [5], [6]. Playlists can be defined as sets
of songs designed to be consumed as a sequence, similar to
traditional radio broadcasts [7]. Thus, more than predicting
whether a music item would be highly or poorly rated,
•
•
•
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the underlying structure of joint song selections should be
evaluated. The task becomes to recommend sets of songs to
be consumed together, satisfying at the same time cognitive
properties like relevance, coherence and diversity [8].
However, as there is still a lack of solid methods combining users’ perception of music with sound characteristics, it
becomes even more difficult to capture users’ perception of
playlists and specify the exact characteristics that the songs
composing a “good” playlist should have. This notion can
be highly subjective, depending on various parameters like
the user’s music knowledge, character, culture, emotional
state, context and intent [6], [9]. In addition, this application
domain, except from highlighting the importance of joint
item selections, is also heavily affected by the so called
semantic gap present in Music Information Retrieval (MIR)
systems. In general, as shown in figure 1, users describe
their needs through high level requirements (expressed
through terms like “relaxing music”, “smooth transitions”,
etc.) while the treated items are associated with low-level,
sound-based characteristics (like pitch, tempo, etc.) [10].
Therefore, appropriate MRSs need to be designed, being
able to capture users’ needs, handle the semantic gap, and
recommend relevant items that could satisfy them [11].
In this paper, we propose HybA, a hybrid recommender
system for automatic playlist continuation. This system recommends sets of songs to complete a started playlist, being
coherent and of some diversity degree, in order to provide
a more complete user experience. In general, APC can
be considered as a variation, or subcase, of APG. Rather
than generating entire playlists based on some given target
characteristics, in APC those characteristics must be inferred
from the started playlist, to design sets of songs maching
those, to continue the list [6].
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improve recommendations’ accuracy and quality. Finally, in
the last section we conclude and present some of the topics
that form our ongoing and future work.
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Fig. 1: The semantic gap in music (recommendation and
information retrieval) applications
The proposed algorithm evaluates the similarity among
playlists based on their general characteristics, and on the
music styles’ distributions in them. When a new list is introduced, HybA first identifies its concept [12] and then follows
the general Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) cycle [13] to find
the past most similar one(s), and uses their characteristics to
construct an adequate continuation. The degree of similarity
of music items is calculated based on the density of their
connections in a graph model that connects songs through
their common attributes and appearances in playlists.
The basic functionalities that differentiate this algorithm
from the commonly used playlist generation and recommendation techniques, that also form the contributions of
this work, can be summarised in the following points:
•

•

•

•

The proposed algorithm focuses on the characteristics of entire playlists and the generated recommendations aim to address similar concepts, rather than
similar users.
In contrast to most sequential techniques, that start
from a state (song) and try to predict the next one,
our algorithm evaluates more than the last selected
song, and recommends sets of songs.
Two abstraction levels are used: the first evaluates
more general characteristics of the playlists, and then
at a second level, the songs in those are analysed.
The designed algorithm permits beyond accuracy dimensions, related to playlists’ quality –like coherence
and diversity–, to be evaluated and incorporated into
the final recommendations.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In the
next section we describe the problem and set the research
questions being addressed. In section 3, a brief overview of
music and playlist recommendation techniques is provided.
Following, in section 4, the presentation of our algorithm,
the entities’ modelling, the pre-processing phase and the
playlists generation process, can be found. In section 5,
the comparison of the proposed system with some of the
currently used recommendation techniques is presented.
The results show that the proposed methodology is able to

P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION

The general scope of a recommender system (RS) is to
find the items with maximum utility under a given user’s
expectations, at a given moment. Usually, user similarities
and item characteristics are used to generate an ordered list
of items that are most likely to satisfy a user [14].
However, in music (like in travelling, market basket
analysis, etc.) items are usually consumed together with
others, in sessions. In these domains, the “independence
assumption” that users select items based only on their
preferences over item characteristics, is not valid. Item interactions within a set may be crucial for the acceptance or the
rejection of an item, and the quality of the set, because users
use and evaluate the whole set, rather than selecting items
from a top-N list [15]. For example, a user may like both
classic and hard rock music, but normally would not place
songs of both genres into the same playlist. More likely, the
user would organise those into coherent playlists to be listened to in different occasions [16]. This example highlights
the existence of an underlying music concept behind the joint
selections of songs for a playlist [12].
Therefore, the functionalities that playlist, and collection
recommenders in general, should serve are slightly different
from those of the usual RSs. We believe that these algorithms
should follow a different design, and an appropriate evaluation method, able to capture the additional dimensions
of the problem. To this direction, we hypothesise that a
hybrid solution would be more appropriate to address the
problem’s needs. Further than the user-item relationships,
emphasis should be placed on sessions and the music items
selected within similar sessions should be analysed, as these
may be representative of a specific sound that a user is seeking for [17]. These systems should present recommendations
related to a given concept that has to be deduced from the
underlying data patterns. Finally, more than focusing only
on their predictive ability, these systems should incorporate
parameters related to playlists’ quality and present interesting alternatives that the users would not find otherwise [18].
In figure 2, we present the general schema of a cognitive
architecture that we consider as appropriate for playlist
continuation recommendations. As shown in this figure,
the important characteristics affecting the user perception
and the quality of the playlist are extracted from the data
patterns related to playlists and songs in them.
Based on the scope and the desired characteristics of the
system, we set and try to address the following research
questions:
Q1:

Q2:

Does the proposed algorithm address the needs
of the specific problem in a better way than the
commonly used recommendation techniques?
Are the commonly used information retrieval
(IR) metrics sufficient for the evaluation of collection recommendations? Which other factors,
beyond accuracy, should be evaluated?
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Fig. 2: General schema behind the proposed playlist continuation recommendation approach
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BACKGROUND

MRSs have their basis both in the fields of RSs and MIR.
Therefore, they inherit some characteristics, and also limitations, of both areas [10], [19]. Traditional MIR approaches
use content-based (CB) techniques, that apart from the
general limitations of CB systems like over-specialisation
and limited diversity, require a deeper knowledge of the
application domain [1], [20]. On the other hand, Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques are domain independent
and focus mainly on user ratings. They aim to predict
the rating a user would assign to a previously unknown
song or artist (scoring) or rank the candidate items (top-n
recommendations), based on the behavior of similar users.
Thus, they suffer from cold-start and long tail effects [14]. In
addition, the majority of MRSs shows a tendency towards
popular songs, and does not properly evaluate situational
and other contextual parameters under which the selection
of a song is done, that may be crucial [19], [21].
However, songs are rarely listened to in isolation. Users
rather create playlists (or sessions), being sets of songs,
placing more importance on the music items selected and
their relative order [22]. Therefore, when recommending a
playlist, apart from the characteristics of each song, it must
have some cognitive characteristics as a whole, like variety,
diversity and coherence. Variety refers to not repeating the
same song or artist in the recommended sequence (or at
least not often), diversity refers to not recommending closely
similar songs, while coherence evaluates their relative order,
as the transitions should be smooth [16], [23]. Various techniques have been proposed to infer the structure of “good”
playlists and identify their desired characteristics, to form a
pleasant and satisfactory result for the listener.
APG algorithms usually work based on constraints or
hints, being a seed item provided by the user, and can
be divided mainly into three categories [24]. Constraint
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satisfaction methods that generate playlists based on some
user entered criteria, similarity heuristics that given a seed
music item, e.g. a song or an artist, use some similarity
function to identify the most similar ones and finally machine
learning approaches that build a model based on a training
set of playlists that then generates recommendations. Bonnin and Jannach [5] review the mostly used methods for
APG. As important issues in this application domain are
the song co-occurrences and the smooth transitions among
them, Markov models and association rules’, or sequential
patterns’, mining are among the techniques mainly used.
The usual recommendation approaches, like CF and CB, are
also being used. Their major limitations, when applied to
playlist recommendations, are their computational cost and
the strong assumptions they rely on.
Song similarities can be identified based on the metadata
associated with them or through sound related data [20].
Maillet et al. [16] propose the use of a similarity function
that given some audio files generates the probability of
those to be played successively in a playlist, using their
audio features and past observations in playlists made by
professional radio stations. Playlist recommendations are
then generated starting from a seed song based on its
transitional probabilities to the rest.
Usually, songs frequently placed in sessions together,
tend to have some characteristics in common, like a particular genre, pairwise suitability, etc. Therefore, Ragno et
al. [25] base their reasoning on the implicit likeliness that
can be found in playlists generated by professionals, like
music radio stations and Djs. They represent songs as nodes
of a graph, while the edges among adjacent songs have a
weight equal to the number of times that this transition
was observed. The resulting graph is transformed into a
Markov random field and a playlist can be generated as a
random walk starting from a given song. Although we also
use a graph in our system, this graph is used to represent
the relations among the problem entities and to calculate
similarities, rather than for generating recommendations.
On the other hand, Baccigalupo and Plaza [23] present
an interesting Case-Based recommendation approach for
playlists of a desired length, being both varied and coherent.
Playlist are treated as cases, and their relevance is computed
based on song co-occurrences, while recommendations are
formed using the songs in the most similar lists. The authors
also analyse the properties that may bias the effectiveness
of their approach, namely songs’ popularity and sub-lists’
length. This work is probably based on a similar idea to
ours, but in our system first a Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) topic model is built and then CBR is applied on a
refined set of cases.
Pichl et al. [26] propose the use of the implicit contextual
information found in playlist titles, to perform a contextual
clustering and filtering, using Natural Language Processing
(NLP). This approach could be useful when titles contain
“objective” information, like “Christmas” or “summer”, but
titles like “my favorite music” may lead to clusters not valuable for the recommendation process. Additionally, there
may be various dimensions of context, perceived differently
by users depending on their personality and emotional
state, and thus differently reflected in their music selections.
For instance, Ferwerda et al. [27] have shown that, apart
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from their general preferences, extroverted people in negative emotional states tend to rely on “happy” music, in
contrast to more neurotic people. This subjective perception
of context is among the reasons why in our previous work
we have proposed the use of the term playlist concept to infer
playlists’ context and purpose [12].
Finally, Hariri et al. [28] also propose the use of an LDA
topic model to implicitly capture the context of a playlist.
However, they represent songs as topic distributions over
tags coming from social tagging web services. The context of
a playlist is then inferred from the sequences of transitions
in latent topics to predict a user’s next topic of interest.
Rather than modelling songs, in HybA, LDA is used to
model playlist characteristics and then CBR is applied to
construct playlist continuations.

4

R ECOMMENDATION A PPROACH

In this work, we present HybA, a hybrid recommendation
approach that, given a new, started, playlist, aims to construct and recommend playlist continuations, of improved
quality. These recommendations do not aim to address specific users, but are related to a specific “semantic concept”,
inferred each time from the started playlist [5]. HybA is
based on a meta-level hybridisation, LDA is applied first
to the entire set of past playlists and then, for each new
playlist, CBR is applied on a refined set of playlists.
LDA, and probabilistic topic models in general, are
thought to be similar to the human early learning processes
related to language. In these cases, we try to learn the
meaning of words based on the concepts within which they
are both present and absent. Furthermore, music learning
processes are considered to be similar to language [29]. On
the other hand, CBR as a problem solving methodology
is closely related to the basic cognitive decision making
process followed by humans when facing new problems,
generally referred to as new cases. In these situations, in
order to find an appropriate solution, people try to identify
the most similar experienced cases and adapt their solutions
appropriately to the new problem [30].
Users’ music preferences and needs may vary along
time, being in general influenced by the context under
which they were generated. Therefore, even the same user
may look for different items in different moments. In addition, context may be differently perceived by users, thus differently reflected on their music selections [31]. For example
a rainy day may be perceived as a “sad” situation by some
users. Thus, HybA does not base its reasoning neither on
user related data nor on explicit context, but rather aims to
address similar playlist concepts. Furthermore, its emphasis
is on the co-occurring patterns of music styles in playlists to
infer the mood and purpose of their generation [12].
The presented system follows the general process and
the basic idea of CBR, that “Similar problems have similar
solutions” [13]. Similarly, given a new playlist, HybA finds
the past most similar one(s), and uses their characteristics to
construct the set of songs that seem as the most appropriate
for completing the new playlist. This algorithm forms an
extension of our previous proposal [32], that has been found
able to identify and recommend accurately artists or song
styles that would better fit within started playlists. We have
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extended that model to a two-level model to better capture
the cognitive characteristics of entire playlists. Thence, first
general playlist characteristics and similarities are evaluated
and then additional song attributes and quality related
parameters are analysed. This process permits the control
of beyond accuracy dimensions, whose levels should also
follow the tendencies observed in the started playlist [11].
4.1

Problem and Data Modelling

In contrast to most RSs, that work mainly based on useritem interactions, captured through ratings like U × I → R,
in HybA interactions are modelled as sessions. Each playlist
is a session, being a set of music items that have been selected
together by a user, at a given time moment.
The problem data entities can be described as:
•
•

•

•

a dataset containing a set of z songs I = {i1 , . . . , iz }
a set of tags T where each song ij ∈ I can be
represented as the set of tags associated with it, as
ij = {tj1 , tj2 , . . . , tjm }, tjk ∈ T, k = 1, . . . , m
a set of past playlists L = {l1 , . . . , lk } where each
lj ∈ L can be written as the set of songs it consists
of, as lj = {ij1 , . . . , ijn }, ijt ∈ I, t = 1, . . . , n
a set of users U = {u1 , . . . , uv } that have formed
those playlists

In addition, each of these entities may be associated with
additional characteristics, like metadata, editorial (genre,
tempo, artist, lyrics, etc.), demographic (age, gender, origin, etc.), temporal or contextual (timestamp, source of
reproduction etc.), information, respectively. Emphasising
on the song descriptions, based on the available information
related to them, the used tags could be editorial metadata,
user reviews or sound features possibly coming from a
proper analysis process. In general, user tags especially
from non-experts are highly subjective and tend to add
sparsity and noise to the recommendation problem. Thus,
it is preferable to describe songs based on more accurate
information, like editorial or sound-based metadata [33].
In order to identify the possible interactions, we further
model the entities of the playlist generation and recommendation problem as an undirected graph G = (V, E) where:
•

•

V is the set of nodes (vertices) being the diverse
problem entities, namely users, playlists, songs and
tags, thus V = {U, L, I, T }
E is the set of edges connecting nodes with some
kind of relationship

Depending on the kind of nodes that the edges e ∈ E
connect, as shown in figure 3, we may have the following,
as well as their inverse, relationships:
•
•
•

If e(ij , tk ) ∈ E : Song ij ∈ I “has” tag tk ∈ T
If e(lj , it ) ∈ E : List lj ∈ L “contains” song it ∈ I
If e(uj , li ) ∈ E : User uj ∈ U “made” playlist li ∈ L

In addition, after having analysed the whole graph we
are led to a set of different tag combinations, let them be
S = {s1 , . . . , sk }, referred to as music styles. This term refers
to the distinct tag combinations associated with the songs in
a music database, not necessarily related with the explicitly
stated musical categories of the songs. Furthermore, each
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Fig. 3: Playlist and song distributions

sj ∈ S can be written as the set of tags it is associated with,
being sj = {tj1 , . . . , tjm }, tjk ∈ T, k = 1, . . . , m and is
finally associated with one song cluster. The songs in each of
those clusters have almost identical descriptions, like songs
4 and 5 in figure 3, and could eventually be used in the same
cases. We then aim to identify the presence, or absence, of
music styles in playlists and the resulting patterns.
Nevertheless, the above graph model is used only for
the representation of the problem entities, to identify their
connections and enable the similarity computations, and not
directly for generating recommendations. HybA focuses on
playlist characteristics and does not evaluate user similarities. Therefore, mainly the song – tag, the playlist – song
and the playlist – music style, implied from the previous
two, relationships are used in its current version.
4.2

Recommendation Process Overview

In order to support the needs of the specific problem,
the functionalities of the recommendation algorithm are
performed in the following three basic steps, that will be
described in detail in the following sections.
•

•

•

4.3

Data pre-processing: the parameters requiring costly
calculations and not changing their values during the
recommendation process, like song similarities and
past playlist characteristics, are computed.
Candidates’ retrieval: based on the characteristics of
a started playlist, like its concept and the contained
music styles, the relevant past playlists are retrieved
and ranked.
Playlist Continuation Construction: the playlist continuation is constructed by appropriately combining the
music items in the top ranked playlists.
Data Pre-processing

4.3.1 Song Similarity
Our focus is placed on the playlists’ characteristics and the
music tendencies in them, rather than on the exact songs
selected. Therefore, we aim to identify songs with the same
characteristics, being of the same music style, that could be
possibly “interchanged” in playlists.
Songs are associated with sets of tags –being user generated tags, real music features, latent descriptions, etc.–
that allow us to model them using hierarchical models,
vectors, or graphs. After evaluating those alternatives, the
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graph model has been selected as the most appropriate for
our goal [11]. A hierarchical model would require domain
knowledge specifying the relative importance of the item
attributes to correctly categorise them. Such model could be
convenient when referring to sets of items of different types,
like in market basket analysis [34]. However, when referring
to songs, as the importance of certain characteristics may be
highly subjective, an a-priori hierarchical categorisation cannot be defined. For example, one user may categorise songs
first based on their tempo while another one based on their
lyrics’ language. Finally, calculating item similarity based on
feature vectors is usually computationally expensive when
sparse tags form the item descriptions.
We model songs as nodes of a graph, connected with the
tags that form their specifications (similar to figure 3), treat
all attributes as being of the same importance, and calculate
their similarity as a function of their unique and common
connections. More precisely:
•
•

•

Given two music items, described as:
ia = {ta1 , . . . , tal } and ib = {tb1 , . . . , tbk }
Given that n(a∪b) is the number of tags that ia , ib , or
both, have, n(a \ b) is the number of tags associated
with ia and not ib , while n(b \ a) is the number of
tags that only ib , and not ia , has
Their similarity, refered to as local similarity, is calculated using the following formula [32]:


n(a \ b) + n(b \ a) 
sim(ia , ib ) = 1 − log2 1 +
n(a ∪ b)

(1)

Depending on the desired level of detail, and the existing
data sparsity, we may use all, or some, of the songs’ tags (i.e.:
differentiating between artist and genre related data where
explicitly stated). Thus, we have more specific or abstract
music item descriptions, being songs or music styles.
4.3.2

Playlist General Concept

In [12], we have introduced the term playlist concept, as a
wider term to capture the general characteristics of a playlist
related with its central idea, used to implicitly capture
its contextual characteristics and purpose. The use of this
modelling has been found to reduce the computational time
during the candidates’ retrieval phase and outperform that
of explicit context when incorporated to our system [11].
To capture the playlists’ concepts, without focusing on
their specific content or explicitly defined context, we use
their latent topic distribution, based on the music styles of
the songs in them. An LDA topic model [35] is built on the
playlists in the problem case base, described as sets of music
styles, to extract the underlying latent topics characterising
the music style combinations. The number of the retrieved
topics depends on the dataset size scale, normally between
200 and 300. Having every playlist described as a distribution over music styles permits us to find its probability
distribution over the exctracted latent topics. Then, playlists
are characterised by their dominant topic(s), which are used
as a representation of their general concept, considered as
part of their cognitive definitions [11], [12].
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Fig. 5: Comparing a new and a retrieved list

sN i and sRj , referring to the music style of songs iN i and
iRi , respectively.
In order to find the lists that address equation (2) our
algorithm performs a two level similarity calculation. First
the similarity degree of each item in the new list is specified
based on its local similarity values with the items in the
other list. Then the global similarity of the two lists is
calculated as an aggregation of those values.
The local similarity of music styles is calculated during
the data pre-processing phase using equation (1). The global
similarity of two playlists, Sim(lN , lR ), is the aggregated
similarity of the similarity levels of the music items in them.
Among the combinations of aggregation methods tested, the
best results are achieved when using equation (3) [11],

Fig. 4: APC process
4.4

Sim(lN , lR ) =

Recommendations’ Generation Phase

In HybA entire playlists are treated as cases, that may be
sequences of songs or, by using a higher level of abstraction, as
sequences of music styles. HybA uses sub-graphs of the whole
problem graph to identify the music styles of the songs that
the playlists are formed of, and based on them, calculates
the playlists’ degree of similarity.
In figure 4, the followed CBR cycle is presented, highlighting the important processes that take place, from the
moment the new playlist is entered, until its continuation
is recommended. Following the general case description in
CBR systems, as an ordered pair c = (p, q) where p is
the problem description and q the problem solution, with
p ∩ q = ∅, we model each music playlist as a case lj ≡ c.
For the recommendation problem the “new” (N) playlist
lN ≡ p = {iN 1 , . . . , iN k }, being the set of the initially
selected songs, is used as problem description, while the
solution is the recommended (rec) playlist continuation of
length n, lrec ≡ q = {iN (k+1) , . . . , iN (k+n) }.
4.4.1 Candidates’ Retrieval
Given a new playlist lN , a set of songs that a user has
already selected, we first identify the topic distribution of
the music styles of those songs, being the concept of this
list. Then a conceptual pre-filtering of the problem case
base takes place, as a way to capture the implicit contextual
dimensions reflected in the playlists and to also reduce the
computational time. Only the playlists LC ⊆ L, of the same
concept with the started playlist, are retrieved and used for
the rest of the computations. From those, the k most similar
to lN , that maximise the playlist similarity, also referred to
as global similarity, are identified using equation (2).

l0 ∈ LC : ∀lR ∈ LC , l0 = argmax{Sim(lN , lR )}

(2)

Let a new playlist be lN = {sN 1 , . . . , sN n }, and a
retrieved one lR = {sR1 , . . . , sRm }, lR ∈ LC , of length
nN = |n| and nR = |m|, with the i-th item in each being

n
1 X
·
maxm
j=1 {sim(sN i , sRj )}
|n| i=1

(3)

Where maxm
j=1 {sim(sN i , sRj )} finds the maximum similarity degree between each music style in the new playlist
and those in a retrieved one, like in figure 5, and then their
average is set as the global similarity of the two playlists.
As the sum of similarities is averaged by the length of the
new playlist, the used similarity metric is not symmetric.
Furthermore, a playlist lR may be among the most similar
to lN , without necessary the opposite being true.
HybA is based on the identification of the playlists that
maximise (2). Therefore, the following equation is used,

l0 ∈ LC : ∀lR ∈ LC ,
n
o
n 1 X
·
maxm
l0 = argmax
j=1 {sim(sN i , sRj )}
|n| i=1
(4)
Finding the k most similar past playlists using (4), and
recommending directly the music items in them, has been
found to be efficient when recommending relevant “song
clusters”, like music styles or artists that would fit within the
started playlist [32]. However, when the aim is to efficiently
recommend songs, the data sparsity usually would limit
the performance of such methods. Thus, our algorithm first
identifies the most similar playlists based on more general
characteristics, like their concept and the music styles in
them, and then identifies the adequate songs.
4.4.2 Playlist Continuation Construction
Let L0S ⊆ LC ⊆ L be the set of the k most similar playlists to
lN , that have been identified using equation (4). HybA then
assigns to each playlist lR ∈ L0S a rating rlR = r(lN , lR ),
being a function of the characteristics of both the started
and the candidate playlist, with values 0 ≤ rlR ≤ 1.
The candidate playlists with the higher ratings are finally
identified, like in equation (5):

l00 ∈ L0S : ∀lR ∈ L0S , l00 = argmax{r(lN , lR )}

(5)
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TABLE 1: Palco Principal datasets

The evaluation of playlist candidates is performed in two
steps, first based on similarity, to ensure that a minimum
relevance level is achieved, and then additional emphasis is
placed on quality related parameters.
Given a similarity, or a distance, metric between two
items, related as sim(i, j) = 1 − d(i, j), for a list Lst of
size |Lst|, those are defined as:
•

Coherence: the average similarity among pairs of
consecutive music items in the list, being [7]:
X
1
Coherence =
·
sim(i, i + 1)
|Lst| − 1
i∈Lst,i<|Lst|

•

(6)
Diversity: the average pairwise dissimilarity of the
music items in the list, being [7], [36]:
X
X
1
Diversity =
·
d(i, j)
|Lst|(|Lst| − 1)

Dataset

Listening1

Listening2

Playlisting

Plc

Events

1171849

295044

111942

508705

Songs

29786

22986

26117

25262

Users

21815

5543

10392

20875

Playlists

86174

22108

22132

253415

Songs/Playlist

13.6

13.35

5.06

2

Playlists/User

3.95

4

2.13

12.14

songs are then assigned the aggregated final rating of the
candidate playlist(s) in which they appeared. Given that rlj
is the rating of a playlist lj ∈ L00 , the final score rik of a
candidate song ik ∈ I 00 , can be computed as:
X
rik =
rlj
(9)
lj ∈L00 ,e(ik ,lj )∈E

i∈Lst j∈Lst,j6=i

(7)
From their definitions, coherence and diversity have
contradictory scopes and may have a negative relation, as
one depends on the similarity of consecutive items and
the other on the dissimilarity of the included item pairs.
Increasing the coherence of some items will result in a
decrease of the total average diversity. On the other hand, as
diversity does not depend on the items’ relative order, for a
given diversity level, coherence still could be improved by
selecting an appropriate items’ ordering.
Six variations of HybA have been designed and tested
[11], each prioritising different dimensions – like similarity,
or beyond accuracy dimensions, like coherence and/or diversity–
thus using different rating functions. Three of them had as
aim to maximise global similarity, coherence or diversity in
the retrieved list, and three the aim to follow the corresponding tendencies present in the started playlist. Among those,
the best performance is achieved by HybA-db, where rather
than maximising or minimising one of these parameters, the
aim is to follow the tendencies in the started playlist.
Let the coherence in the new and a retrieved list be
Coh(lN ) and Coh(lR ) respectively, while their difference
is Cd(lN , lR ) = |Coh(lN ) − Coh(lR )|. On the other hand,
let Dd(lN , lR ) = |Div(lN ) − Div(lR )| be the difference of
the respective diversities. and their relative importance is
defined by the corresponding weighting factors wC and wD ,
with wC + wD = 1.
In HybA-bd both weighting factors are set to wC =
wD = 0.5 and the playlists in L0S are rated, as:

rlR = Sim(lN , lR )·

wC · (1 − Cd(lN , lR )) + wD · (1 − Dd(lN , lR ))

(8)

Setting wC = 1 or wD = 1 leads to the version of HybA
that follows only the coherence or diversity of the started
list, respectively. Due to the relation between coherece and
diversity, these three versions have similar performances. In
addition, these are more balanced than those maximising
coherence or diversity, which results in reduction of the
other factor and sometimes also in accuracy decrease [11].
After having identified the set L00 ⊆ L0S ⊆ LC ⊆ L
of the k higher rated playlists from (8), HybA extracts the
set of songs I 00 , that were initially placed in those. These

Finally, songs in I 00 are ranked in descending order of rlj
and the top sub-list, of desired length, is recommended.

5

E VALUATION

To evaluate the proposed algorithm we performed experiments on real datasets, and compared it with some of
the commonly used recommendation algorithms, through
both accuracy and quality metrics. More information on the
datasets, the evaluation metrics, the compared algorithms
and the experimentation results are presented in this section.
5.1

Evaluation Datasets

The datasets that were used for the evaluation are music
databases that contain information about users streaming
or putting specific tracks into their playlists at a given time
moment. More specifically, four datasets1 of Palco Principal2 , a Portuguese music social network that gathers nonmainstream musicians with fans, were used. This website
allows free music streaming and users can organise their
favourite tracks in personal playlists, while it is characterised by a high long tail presence, as the majority of the
songs are not popular songs. From those, only the fourth
(Plc) contained content information on songs, namely their
artist and genre. For the rest, latent features from usage data
were used. More information is presented in Table 1.
5.2

Evaluation Approach

In general, the evaluation approaches of music playlist
recommendations can be organised into four categories,
namely: user studies, log analysis, objective measures and
comparison with hand crafted lists [37]. As our scope is to
automatically generate playlists being similar to the manually created ones, we have chosen the comparison of the
patterns in the recommended and the real playlists that is
usually evaluated through IR accuracy metrics.
The used datasets were divided into a training part
(80%), used for building the recommendation models, and
1. The first three datasets
https://rdm.inesctec.pt/dataset
2. http://palcoprincipal.com/

are

publicly

available

from
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a testing part (20%). As user tastes may change over time,
to avoid biasing the results, we respected the time order
of the recorded transactions and used the first part of each
dataset for training and the rest for testing purposes. From
the playlists in the test part, we keep each time the initial
part, and hide the rest, that would be equivalent to asking
a user to submit a new playlist and based on it to generate continuations of the desired length. We evaluate and
compare the ability of the various algorithms to correctly
identify the hidden items, using IR metrics like precision,
recall and F-measure, defined as:

P recision = #RelevantRecItems/#RecommendedItems
Recall = #RelevantRecItems/#RelevantItems
(10)
2 · P recision · Recall
F − measure =
P recision + Recall
However, the problem when using these evaluation
metrics is that they are “too strict” as they only classify
recommendations as successful when the hidden songs are
correctly identified. Therefore, when recommending similar,
relevant songs, that could make good recommendations and
possibly were not selected due to popularity bias, those are
not positively evaluated. We propose, and test, the use of
hit ratio together with average similarity, as indicators of
recommendations’ relevance. The total hit ratio could be
used as a more general metric, of the times that a user would
get at least one correct recommendation. It is calculated as:

HitRatio = #RelevantRecs/#Recommendations (11)
To have a view of “how close” the real and the recommended lists were, we use the average similarity of the two
lists, calculated as their global similarity, being (3):

Sim(lrec , lreal ) =

n
1 X
·
maxnj=1 {sim(sreci , srealj )}
|n| i=1

In addition, as in MRSs the focus shifts to user experience, those metrics are combined with beyond accuracy
metrics to evaluate the quality of the recommended playlist
continuations [2]. Therefore, the coherence and diversity of the
recommended playlist continuations are calculated using
equations (6) and (7), and are also presented.
We follow the hypothesis that coherent lists provide a
more pleasant listening result [38]. Thus, they are considered
as “better”. On the other hand, the diversity degree depends
on the user’s current taste as it can be deduced from the
started list. As coherence and diversity may have a negative
relation, in order to have a pleasant result there should be
a balance among them. In addition, the balance between
accuracy and diversity still forms an open problem, as very
diverse recommendations, or many unknown items, may
fail to address users’ expectations, thus may harm the system’s reputation [39]. To evaluate the overall performance
of the algorithms related to both accuracy and diversity, we
use the F-measure of precision and diversity [40],

Fd − measure =

2 · P recision · Diversity
P recision + Diversity

(12)
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5.3 Comparison with other Recommendation Techniques
We further compare HybA-db (with 200 topics), the version
of HybA with the best overall performance, with the following recommendation algorithms, that have been used in
commercial RSs applications or proposed in the literature:
•

•

•

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): Playlists are treated
as “documents” formed as probability distributions
over topics, and songs as “words” coming from (200)
different topics. A LDA topic model was built on the
playlists in the training part and recommendations
were generated each time based on the topic distribution of the songs in started list [41].
Collaborative Filtering (CF): Although CF does not
focus exactly the same problem dimension, as it does
not evaluate song co-occurrences, its results (10 nearest neighbours) are also listed here, as it is among
the most popular recommendation techniques. As no
song ratings were available, user preferences were
inferred from songs’ selection frequencies.
Incremental Matrix Factorisation (ISGD): This Matrix
Factorisation algorithm, presented in [42], works
with positive-only feedback and treats songs in
playlists as sequential data, more than evaluating
past entire listening sessions. It has been found to
outperform other CF and incremental factorisation
algorithms in most cases, while also having a good
runtime performance.

In figures 6–10 we present the graphical results for
precision (recall and F-measure values are closely similar),
hit ratio, average similarity, coherence and diversity, for
recommendations of playlists of different lengths, on the
four datasets.
As it can be seen from figures 6 and 7, precision and hit
ratio follow similar evolution patterns for all the evaluated
algorithms. In addition, as depicted in figure 8, average
similarity plots are in-line with those patterns, but their
corresponding plots have smaller inclinations. Therefore,
their values appear as less dependent on the number of
recommended items. These facts support our hypothesis
that those metrics could be used as an alternative way
to evaluate playlist recommendations. The combination of
hit ratio and average similarity seems able to capture the
relevance of the recommendations presented, while being
more flexible than precision, or F-measure. In addition, if
correctly combined with beyond accuracy metrics, average
similarity could serve as an indicator of serendipity.
In general, session-based techniques (HybA and LDA)
have been found to perform better, highlighting that
conventional recommendation techniques fail to capture
the specific cognitive characteristics found in item cooccurrences. This supports our hypothesis that a model
focusing on entire sessions’ characteristics is more adequate
for this problem. Especially HybA-db has been found to
outperform the other algorithms in all the used datasets.
Among the compared algorithms, CF had a low performance, probably due to the fact that its focus is on
the recommendation of items to users, while the current
focus is on the recommendation of items fitting into specific
concepts. Therefore, more than the user-item relationships,
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Fig. 6: Recommendations’ precision for the various techniques

Fig. 7: Recommendations’ hit ratio for the various techniques

Fig. 8: Average similarity of the real (hidden) an the recommended playlists by the various techniques
the user-concept and concept-item relationships have to be
identified. Although, ISGD also works based on user-item
relations, as its reasoning is based on data streams, it is able
to capture the actual tendencies in user profiles, reflected
in playlists. Therefore, it performs better than pure CF. The
increased data sparsity and long tail percent in the datasets
should be also taken into account when comparing the
algorithms. The performance of the algorithms that need a
representative enough user profile in order to perform well,

is expected to decrease more due to those phenomena.
In figures 6 and 7 we observe that HybA-db and LDA
follow similar patterns, as both methods base their reasoning on LDA probabilistic topic models. However, HybA performs a latent analysis at a more abstract level, using song
styles rather than songs, which makes it more flexible, and
is further combined with a more complex item similarity
model that improves its accuracy. LDA, on the other hand,
based on the probability distribution of a playlist directly
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Fig. 9: Recommendations’ coherence for the various techniques

Fig. 10: Recommendations’ diversity for the various techniques

Fig. 11: Fd -measure for recommendations of 10 songs
recommends the most popular songs of its dominant topic.
From figures 9 and 10, where average coherence and
diversity are shown, we observe that depending on the algorithm’s emphasis there is a clear difference in the levels of
coherence and diversity, achieved. In general, session-based
techniques focus more on the coherence of playlists while
user-based techniques follow the diversity of user profiles.
Among the tested algorithms, HybA-db recommends the
most coherent playlists. Although being less diverse, these

playlists have diversity levels similar to the ones of the real
playlists. Although presenting more diverse recommendations, the compared algorithms do not manage to combine
diversity with relevance, as their accuracy levels are significantly lower than the ones achieved by HybA-db. As shown
in figure 11, were the Fd -measure for recommendations of
playlist continuations of 10 items is presented, HybA-db
manages to best balance between accuracy and diversity.
In general, HybA has been found to outperform the
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compared ones, in terms of accuracy while having a good
trade-off with parameters beyond accuracy, in all the used
datasets. This confirms our initial hypothesis that, a hybrid
approach designed for the specific problem would be able to
perform better than the usual recommendation techniques,
in terms of accuracy, while taking into account more cognitive dimensions related to playlist quality.

6

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we have presented HybA, a hybrid recommender system for automatic playlist continuation, one of
the current challenges that MRSs are facing. When provided
with a started playlist, this algorithm aims to recommend
the most appropriate continuation [6].
HybA focuses on the analysis of entire playlists. To overcome the existing semantic gap and capture more cognitive
dimensions of the playlists, this analysis is performed at two
levels. A graph-based model is used to describe songs based
on tags, being metadata, or other information available related to their styles. Song similarity is then calculated based
on the density of their common connections. On the other
hand, recommendations are generated through a hybrid approach, combining LDA and CBR, to identify the similarity
of playlists, in terms of music concepts and styles usually
enjoyed together. Additional support to playlist coherence
and diversity is provided to capture more characteristics
related to playlist quality and user perception.
The main contributions of this work can be summarised
as the following:
•

•

•

•

A hybrid algorithm for APC, performing better than
the usually applied for this kind of problems, techniques, has been proposed. This algorithm allows
the control of more qualitative dimensions that affect
users’ perception of playlist quality, like coherence
and diversity.
We have extended our previous single-level [32] to
a two-level model, that first identifies appropriate
music styles to complete a new playlist and then
recommends relevant song sequences. Additionally,
we have incorporated a conceptual pre-filtering to
implicitly capture the context and more cognitive
aspects of playlists [12].
We set the basis for a methodology that could be used
for multimedia recommendations without being so
heavily affected by the semantic gap, as does not
require a mapping of user queries to song characteristics or vice versa. In addition, as the implemented
algorithm addresses similar concepts it does not require well defined user profiles to perform well.
We proposed and tested additional evaluation metrics that could be used for APC and similar domains.

The incorporation of more quality dimensions into the recommendation algorithm is being evaluated. Songs’ novelty
and long tail support, that are considered as parameters able
to increase users’ excitement [21], are among the candidate
parameters. In addition, the design of proper user experiments, to capture the real perception of the recommended
playlists, is among our future plans. Finally, additional ways
to efficiently extract songs’ music styles from sparse, and
especially user generated, tags will be analysed.
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